
Major Kami,

A musical identity with multiple facets. 

A singer in every port.

The international and multidisciplinary association called DAMde8 was created in 
2019. To this day, it brings together around thirty artists (producers, directors, 
musicians, sound technicians, illustrators, dancers, etc.).

With an idea strengthened by the constraints related to Covid: one can develop a 
musical universe, a sound, without being physically together. A producer in Bordeaux 
(Denis Expert), a voice in England (S.J Hawley, singer from Massive Attack), an 
arranger and composer in France (Dan Burkhart), another voice in Singapore 
(Camille Miller, originally from Canada) and a duo to present the Major Kami 
collective on French stages in 2024/2025, with a striking duo (Dyonne on vocals and 
Jérome d'Aviau on keyboards/synthesizers), supported by a team from all over the 
world, and a desire to pay homage to David Bowie with an affirmed electropop 
identity, and off we went... with a good internet connection as a bonus!

Three EPs have already been released, with footer links to Spotify, SoundCloud and 
Bandcamp, all dedicated to David Bowie.



∞ EP1 « Major Jones » 
 Includes a cover of David Bowie's : «  
 The music video is available on YouTube under the title «  
 Press quotes :  / 

∞ EP2 « Skandal » 
 Press quote : 

∞ EP3 « Wild Bo... » 
 Includes a cover of David Bowie's : «  
 The music video is available on YouTube under the title «  
 Press quotes :  / 

A Better Future
Major Jones

Major Jones A Better Future



Skandal



Modern Love
Wild Bo...

Wild Bo... Modern Love

► All of these tracks are currently featured on numerous web radio stations. 
► The current agenda includes a tour that upholds a distinctive concept: a singular, 
robust, alternative electropop sound reminiscent of the 80s – nostalgic, with a vocal 
presence at each destination. Avoiding a large-scale tour with the carbon footprint 
associated with a presidential plane, our approach entails a streamlined team, local 
collaborations, and a consistent identity contributing to a shared cause. An approach 
that resonates with the zeitgeist 
► For additional information, visit : https://majorkami.damde8.com/en

 " " : Everything is about parody in this sardonic text.

         + Press quote : 
 " " : Claps and voices intertwine, with an influence from       

« Young Americans » !

         + Press quote : 

Infinite Light
https://sistra.me/ep-infinite-light-by-major-kami

Mystical Musical Maze

https://yorkcalling.co.uk/2023/06/20/ep-review-major-kami-
infinite-light/


Discover here the 4th EP with its 2 tracks

denis@damde8.com Denis +33681918133 Michèle +33614990846
FR INT

https://on.soundcloud.com/fdafp
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIpwtTtG_AY
https://medium.com/@EDMREKORDS.COM/major-jones-original-single-by-major-kami-7b8806e28c98
https://www.tjplnews.com/post/major-kami-a-better-future-cover-single-review
https://fvmusicblog.com/major-kami-skandal/
https://on.soundcloud.com/7znxj
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_nX8AwRNVEQ
https://musicforall.com.br/ep-wild-bo-de-major-kami-feat-sj-hawley-uma-homenagem-que-gera-uma-explosao-de-vida/
https://www.saiidzeidan.com/wild-bo-original-ep-by-major-kami-sj-hawley/
https://majorkami.damde8.com/en
https://on.soundcloud.com/GvsqA
https://sistra.me/ep-infinite-light-by-major-kami/
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